The idea of the dynamic t•rontier as a great and distinctive force moulding North American development has let•t an enduring mark on the writing ot• history in Canada, just as it has in the United States. No doubt this frontier idea is no longer as fresh and vital in its application to this country as it was in the period bet•ore the Second World War: indeed, it is largely because its original influence has declined, and the concept has thus become a historical phenomenon in itself, that we are entitled to discuss and assess its influence. Nor was the frontier thesis proper, as propounded by Frederick Jackson Turner and elaborated by his disciples, ever adopted as fully or dogmatically in Canada as it was in the United States-and there, of course, it has long been the subject of qualification and criticism. Nevertheless, the frontier interpretation broadly affected the thinking of a number of distinguished Canadian historians who in the main began their work about a quarter-century ago? Today we can hardly examine the current state of Canadian historiography, and perhaps project its lines of growth, without giving heavy weight to the North American-environmentalist view ot• our history which stemmed originally from Turner's frontier thesis and which still leaves a rich heritage on both sides of the Canadian-American boundary.
between the Britannic and Nationhood schools, and contemporary opinion in Canada largely tended to think in terms both of national development and of maintaining some degree of connection with Britain. Yet gradually a watershed was being crossed, as more and more stress was laid on the winning of national rights. Thus came the second phase, which dealt primarily with the achievement of autonomy in external affairs, and the motto of most of its authors might well have been, A Canadian Citizen I will Die. Sometimes, it is true, these historians might welcome the emergence of the new British Commonwealth as the concomitant of Canada's advance to nationhood? But generally they were less friendly to British influences, and the nationalist note was clear, as in the writings of J. W. Dafoe or O. D. Skelton. British influences, in short, were largely equated with imperial leading strings, and the more nationalistic writers were ever on guard against imperialist designs to enmesh pure young Canada in a web of power politicsthough one might wonder why gentlemen so keenly perceptive of the harsh realities of power in the European world could not recognize, in fixing their watchful eye on the British menace, that, after 1918, at least, the fearsome British lion had become rather a straw-stuffed beast. Still, this preoccupation with straw men or straw lions may perhaps be explained by the fact that much of their writing was done amidst the somewhat unreal atmosphere of Mackenzie King's bold crusade of the 1920's for Canada's right to have no foreign policy. And these authors were often strongly Liberal in sympathies. At times they seemed to write as ff Canadian ments, for example, may not fit easily into a general school, though some aspects of their writings may suggest a possible affiliation. Then again, some authors may display elements of more than one school. In this regard, the imposing figure of G. M. Wrong seems to stand between the Britannic and Nationhood schools, and indeed suggests the transition from one to the other. Professor Wrong assuredly wrote with a consciousness of developing Canadian nationalism. But perhaps the "Britannic" element in his thought was well expressed in these words from an article of 1920 discussing the sometimes difficult advances made by Dominion nationalism during the First World War: "Yet in spite of this the British peoples were one. Probably we tend in smooth and easy days to underestimate the effects of the deep history was in essence a steady Liberal broadening-down of freedom to the ultimate end of national status-after which absolutely memorable History would come to a dead stop.
• Nevertheless the Political Nationhood group, first phase or second, did solid service in uncovering the process whereby Canada obtained the various attributes of self-government. Moreover, in stressing the theme of nationhood they were themselves expressing the basic truth that a society distinct from that of Britain had taken shape in Canada and was demanding recognition and the full right to manage its own affairs. As these historians, however, generally talked in political and constitutional terms, they did not effectively analyze the social, economic, and intellectual forces within North America which were creating a Canadian community increasingly conscious that it was far from being an overseas projection of Britain. To fill this gap, a new school of historians began to take shape in the later 1920's, although it is important to note that its members were often closely related to the nationalist authors Of the day. Indeed, this was nationalism in another sphere, seeking to demonstrate that Canadian desires for nationhood were rooted in the native North American environment: that Canadian institutions and viewpoints were not simply British, but were in their own way as Toronto, 1937 ). G. P. Glazebrook and F. H. Soward might also be mentioned as later "affiliates" of this school, but only in the sense that they did valuable work in its field of primary interest, the development of Canadian external relations, rather than that they carried on its earlier mood of eager nationalism. ment, was the great seed-bed for the growth of a truly North American society. From the start, as the United States and Canada had spread across the continent, environmental influences that first began on the frontier had worked to shape a native American character different from that of the Old World, left far behind. Here was the key principle to be applied by Canadian environmentalist historians: that thanks to the continuous process of adaptation to the environment, an American content had steadily grown in Canada within external forms of government, society, or culture inherited from Britain or France. ø It followed that Canadian history could be most fruiffully compared to that of the United States in its essentially North American nature and course of development. In pursuing this promising theme, however, these writers took over the general approach and mood of Turner and company-the frontier and its agrarian population as emblematic of native democratic, progressive, perhaps even of "Good" forces in the history of the continent-rather than the precise frontier thesis, which received little direct application in Canada. Yet because that original thesis was so powerftd in its impact and so pervasive in its influence, it requires examination here; although, admittedly, the subject is hardly a new one. 7
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Turner had held in his frontier thesis that "the greatest formative influence" in American history had been the long existence of "the open frontier, the hither edge of free land," continually moving westwards? The conditions of frontier society had determined the character of western institutions, and these in turn had reacted on øThe work of this school will be discussed in detail in subsequent pages, but for now let it be said that, at one time or another, its membership might be held to include W. B. Munro, F. H. Underhill, W. N. Sage, A. R. M. Lower, F. Landon, A. S. Morton, and A. L. Burt. Qualifications will of course be necessary, but at any rate the above authors made good use of frontier-environmentalist concepts in various writings, whatever else they may also have done. Furthermore, J. B. Brebner worked in the environmentalist vein to some extent, and might be regarded as an "affiliate" of this school during much of the 1080's, while W. L. Morton might be deemed a somewhat later affiliate. It should be plain that no tight determinism is intended in thus naming these authors, nor, on the whole, did they display any. Yet the influence of environmentalism upon them may well be remarked, and hence it seems instructive to try to class them in this fashion for the purposes of this paper, even though many of them might subsequently move on to different perspectives when the peak of the The frontiersmen among American historians have, however, struck back. One of them, W. P. Webb, has recently launched a most dazzling counter-attack on all fronts by proclaiming that the whole expansion of Europe since 1500 was one "Age of the Great In sum, Canadian environmentalists frequently displayed the compelling mood of the frontier school, with its moral implications of a struggle between sound native democratic forces and elements that clung to privilege, exploitation, and empty Old-World forms. In so doing they often oversimplified a conflict between West and East, or better, between pioneer agrarian interests and exploitative urban centres. As a result, major Canadian movements for political change might be viewed too narrowly in the light of frontierism. Yet the Laurentian interpretation did not mean just a new emphasis on material environmentalism, since it also revealed that this huge communications and transport system could transfer immigrants, ideas, and impulses in one direct channel from Britain deep into the heart of the continent. As a result, the Ontario frontier of the earlier nineteenth century might actually be in closer contact with the sea and the mind of Europe than were the mid-western regions of the United States, more isolated behind the Appalachian barrier in a Mississippi Valley world of their own.
The LaurentJan School, however, tended to go even further, and to reverse the earlier environmentalist position in this respect: it looked not from the forest-born frontiers for its perspective of Canadian history but from developing eastern centres of commerce and industry. Indeed, it primarily studied the effects of the East on the West, and largely regarded business men and conservative urban political elements as agents of national expansion who might well be more far-sighted in their outlook than were their agrarian opponents. Here then was a metropolitan rather than a frontier viewpoint. Moreover, this Laurentian view could be effectively linked with the monumental studies of H. A. Innis on the organization of the staple products trade of broad North American areas through costly and complex transport systems controlled in large urban centres? The result was virtually to establish "metropolitanism" in Canadian historiography, the study of the role of metropolitan forces in this country, a vitalizing approach that may yet undergo considerable development. Returning to the frontier itself, one might say that it is developed by a metropolitan centre of dominance which supplies its capital, organizes its communications and transport, and markets its products. The frontier's culture, too, originally stems from a metropolitan community; at root, learning and ideas radiate from there -and thus is Turner answered. True, there may be frontier religious movements, but these begin with preachers going out to the frontier and end in the focusing of the sect on the city? • The economic and cultural metropolitan processes go hand in hand, as newspapers, books, and men of education spread from the centre. Frontiers may often supply grievances for political movements. Urban centres as often supply the intellectual leadership; so that frontier demands take form at the hands of urban journalists and professional men.
It may be seen when this analysis is carried through that the frontier, far from being essentially independent and self-reliant, is in the largest sense a dependent. It constantly requires metropolitan aaSee S. D. Clark, Church and Sect in Canada (Toronto, 1949), especially 90-178. aid and control, though by the same token it may come to resent and resist it. Frontier protest movements are a natural accompaniment of the extension of metropolitan power into new areas. The dynamic, organizing, hard-pressing forces of metropolitanism bring reaction on themselves. This may occur either at moments when the frontier as such is rapidly expanding, and full of problems of adiustment , or when it is actually declining; that is, becoming organized into a more mature and integrated region with a new metropolitan centre of its own, which hopes to wrest control of the local economy away from the older centre, and therefore gives voice and leadership to a regional protest movement.
How does this pattern fit Canadian history? No good historian would try to make it fit too exactly: if we reiect a frontier determinism we should hardly replace it with a metropolitan determinism. Still, there may be an approach here as instructive for Canadian historiography as the frontier interpretation was in its day. •'•F•rthermore, in Canada, with its small population heavily concentrated in certain areas, metropolitan influences have had a particularly free sweep. The United States, of course, has much bigger metropolitan cities like Chicago, Philadelphia, and New York. But it also has many more large centres, each organizing its own region, though all ultimately subordinate to New York. Canada, however, ha• only three first-ranking metropolitan centres today: Montreal, the greatest, Vancouver, which by organizing effective communications has extended its hinterland eastward into the prairies, and Toronto, which controls wealthy southern Ontario and is steadily advancing its empire in the mining North. In Canada, therefore, metropolitan power is in comparison to the United States more directly centralized and more immediately apparent.
Historically speaking, the functioning of metropolitanism may do more to explain the course of Canadian history than concepts of frontierism borrowed from the United States and set forth before the significance of the modem metropolis was clear. For example, the greater conservatism of Canada as compared to the United States may be read as a mark of the much stronger influence exercised in this country by conservative-minded eastern urban centres -which were certainly far removed from any impulses of forest democracy. Moreover, the stronger influence of British ideas and institutions-and even of colonialism-must have been fostered in Canada by its long and close focusing on the British metropolis itself. Finally, the fact that Canada has pioneered not so much in democracy as in the large-scale combination of public and private interests to overcome the problems raised by a difficult environment, again suggests the greater power throughout Canadian history of the forces seeking to organize communication systems and extend commerce. One might well say that the building of the C.P.R. so far ahead of settlement, and MacdonaId's policies of economic nationalism in general, were plain manifestations of the power of metropolitan influences in Canadian politics. And many other instances might also be brought to mind?
It could be obiected with regard to some of the foregoing examples that applying a metropolitan interpretation only restates old probIems in somewhat different terms. It may be so: but what is particularly needed is a restatement, a new perspective that may disclose new vistas and produce new patterns for Canadian history. At any rate, frontierism, along with earlier schools and approaches, has had its use and its day. Environmentalism needs recasting, and is being recast. The metropolitan approach largely recognizes what is already going on in Canadian historiography and provides a new framework-one which pays heed both to the distinctive features of the history of this country and to a notable modem phenomenon, the rise of metropolitanism all around the world. 
1955, 108).
Since economic nationalism is pre-eminently the result of metropolitan forces, it might appear that the way to the "national" heart of Canadian development, ff that is a desirable goal, lies not through the frontiers of field and forest, where the environmentalists sought it, but rather through the metropolitan approach.
